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Balance is the equivalent of equilibrium, stability and poise. We are talking about physical as well as mental balance. alt-
hough these are two different things, they are interrelated. Both of them involve emotional evaluation and individual expe-
riences. the body and mind always work together and affect each other.

What is the purpose of the human balance system? it is responsible for the following tasks.

• makes it possible to navigate in space,
• reports body movements,
• controls eye movements and directed body movements, 
    and
• stabilises posture.

Our balance system is based on numerous nerve circuits

• in the equilibrium organ in the inner ear,
• in the cerebellum,
• in the spinal cord,
• in the eyes, and
• in the so-called “proprioceptors” (including depth  
    perception in muscles, tendons and joints as well as the  
    sense of touch).

Balance regulation is based on integrated information pro-
cessing from all of the body’s information systems. this 
means information must be collected, processed, compa-
red and transmitted.

information comes from the outside and from within the 
body. The inner control circuit processes kinaesthetic (af-
fecting movement) and vestibular (affecting the balance 
system) information. On the other hand, the outer control 
circuit processes tactile (affecting the sense of touch), vi-
sual (affecting the sense of sight) and acoustic (affecting 
hearing) information. it is also important to note that we as 
humans can consciously experience and change some of 
the many sensory perceptions related to balance.

The Balance system
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Introduction

Since our balance system is highly complex, it is unfortuna-
tely also very susceptible. it has become more and more 
comprehensive and specialised over the course of evoluti-
on. Dizziness is a symptom in case of a disorder or mal-
function of one of the components of the balance system. 
this also applies to communication problems between the 
various components.

the components may be physical or mental as well as mo-
ral or social. in most cases, humans respond to and within 
their environment as a whole with body, mind and soul.

Dizziness may be the result a physical process, a perceived 
experience or a social offence (e.g. betrayal). This means 
dizziness can indicate a loss of physical as well as mental 
or moral balance.

We learn to keep our balance as toddlers. this means ba-
lance is a body function that can be acquired. When pro-
blems with the equilibrium organ occur, it is reasonable to 
assume they can be minimised or halted by corresponding 
training.

What factors can affect balance?
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Types of Physical Balance
(according to Hirtz/Hotz/Ludwig 2000)

stationary Balance

upright balance refers to maintaining and restoring physi-
cal balance in case of movements that do not involve 
translocation.

1. maintaining balance on a stable surface
• Lying down or sitting, with a relatively large supporting 

surface
• While standing up from a bending position to a bipedal 

standing position
• During monopedal standing, even on a restricted area
• In various physical positions (including headfirst) on a 

restricted area, in hanging or supporting positions

2. maintaining balance on an unstable surface
• Standing, sitting, lying down or supporting various 

points of the body on an exercise ball, balance spinner 
etc.

• On a skateboard, surfboard, water skis or in a sailboat
• While maintaining balance after outside interference 

when playing with partners, dealing with opponents, 
wrestling, participating in judo or climbing

Translocation Balance

translocation balance refers to maintaining and restoring 
physical balance in case of movements that involve trans-
location – translational, locomotive balance.

maintaining balance during translocation
• While walking on a stable surface, climbing stairs, 

swimming, balancing / doing gymnastics on a balance 
beam

• During movements with devices connected to the body, 
such as a scooter, tricycle, bicycle, skis, rollerblades, 
skates or pedalo

• During sports that involve changes in direction and 
speed or when slipping or tripping on smooth or uneven 
surfaces
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Rotational Balance

rotational balance refers to maintaining and restoring phy-
sical balance during and after rotational movements 
around various body axes.

maintaining balance during rotation
• During upright rotations, while dancing
• While rolling on the floor or rotating around various 

axes using devices
• During a hammer throw or discus throw, figure skating, 

gymnastics, apparatus gymnastics, free or supported 
tumbling, jumping on a trampoline, acrobatic skiing or 
high diving

Unsupported Balance

unsupported balance refers to maintaining and restoring 
physical balance during the unsupported phase.

maintaining balance in the unsupported phase
• During small downward jumps from a low height during 

everyday life
• During the long jump in track-and-field, various appara-

tus jumps, upright jumps from a trampoline
• During jumps from rails or over ski jumps in winter 

sports as well as longer unsupported phases during ski 
jumping

• On devices loosely connected to the body, e.g. a bicycle 
or motorcycle

Movement Transmitters

the nervous system allows us to perceive our environment 
and adapt organ functions to changing environmental con-
ditions.
it employs various analysers to support movement control 
and regulation processes:
• Visual analyser – self-perception
• Acoustic analyser – sounds that accompany movement
• Kinaesthetic analyser – transmits information from mu-

scles and tendons
• Tactile analyser – shape and surface of items that are 

touched / resistance encountered, e.g. from water or air
• Static-dynamic analyser – balance
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The Ability to Maintain Balance

there is a static and a dynamic ability to maintain balance.

maintaining balance in a relatively normal position or duri-
ng very slow movements is referred to as the static ability 
to maintain balance. this process mainly employs informa-
tion processed by the kinaesthetic and tactile analysers 
and, to some extent, the static-dynamic and visual analy-
sers.

maintaining or restoring balance during large-scale and of-
ten rapid changes in body position (including rotation) is 
referred to as the dynamic ability to maintain balance. this 
process is mainly based on information processed by the 
vestibular analyser. Stimuli caused by acceleration and re-
corded by the equilibrium organ form the source of this in-
formation.

significance of the Ability to Maintain Balance

All movements (in sports) are based on the ability to 
maintain balance. Scientific studies have shown that there 
is a significant relationship between athletic performance 
and the ability to maintain balance. there is also a close 
relationship to other coordinative abilities, since the ability 
to perceive the body position and acceleration represents 
basic information.

this means balance training improves all forms of move-
ment, regardless of performance and age.

 

Age-Related Changes to the Balance system

aging refers to the degenerative process that leads to 
physical and mental signs of wear with advancing age. it 
usually begins between the age of 50 and 65. The chrono-
logical age (according to the birth certificate) and the bio-
logical age (related to physical functions and intellectual 
abilities) can be very different.

Dizziness and insecurity while walking are signs of balance 
disturbances. in addition to neurological or circulatory dis-
orders, inactivity is a common cause for older people in 
particular. the human body adapts to the demands that 
are placed upon it. This process is caused by training (sti-
mulation of the nervous and muscular systems). Perfor-
mance enhancement in sports and rehabilitation is based 
on this principle. Conversely, inactivity leads to a drop in 
performance.

the performance of the cardiovascular system, the sup-
porting and locomotor system, the nervous system and the 
sensory organs changes with age.

What age-related changes occur in the nervous system 
and the sensory organs?

nervous system and sensory organs

Ears SkinEyesBrain

Ossification of cochlea loss of fluids

loss of elasticity

Pupils get smallerBecomes lighter

Flattening of the lens reduction of nerve endings in the earnerv cells become fewer

transmission speed between
nerv cells diminishes

Cerebral vessels calcify
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Support and motor apparatus

tendons and ligamen musclesCartilageBone

Elasticity lost reduced muscle mass

reduction of muscle fibre
responsible for fast movement

Joint cartilage worn awaylower bone density

Vertebral disks worn down due to water lossincreased brittleness and fragility

What age-related changes occur in the supporting and locomotor system?

What age-related changes occur in the circulatory 
system?

the body undergoes pre-programmed apoptosis with age. 
apoptosis also affects muscle tissues, a process referred 
to as sarcopenia. mitochondria dysfunction is the reason 
for apoptosis. the viability of muscle fibres is reduced sin-
ce the mitochondria produce less atP.

summary:

• loss of strength due to the progressive reduction of 
nerve-muscle fibre units in the muscles

• increased susceptibility to muscle cramps and strain 
trauma

• Premature damage of articular cartilage, osteoporosis 
or impairment of the capsular-ligament system in the 
joints are frequent

• the maximum heart rate is reduced 
• Qualitative and quantitative impairment of the ability to 

see and hear
• the ability of the ear to perceive higher sounds in parti-

cular is impaired
• less information is transmitted from the ear to the 

brain
• the eye loses mobility and becomes progressively less 

sensitive; objects are no longer depicted on the retina 
as quickly or clearly regardless of distance

• the brightness perceived by the eye is reduced; more 
light is required

Why do older people fall?

in most cases, a combination of several factors leads to a 
fall so that it may not be possible to determine the precise 
cause. However, there are some common reasons for a 
fall:

1.  Dizziness and / or a loss of balance
2.  Floor covering
3.  Slower reaction time
4.  lack of ability to carry out an action
5.  Hurrying
6.  Circulatory problems
7.  Debilities of all kinds

an increased risk of falling also exists in case of:
• Self-concept or misjudgement
• Exhaustion / fatigue
• lack of exercise
• impaired vision
• Falling blood pressure
• gait disturbances
• impaired capacity of reaction

the mental aspect also has to be taken into consideration. 
a reduction in social integration, a state of anxiety and de-
pression all increase the risk of falling.

BeBalanced! FALLs PREVENTION
training manual
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Falls are usually dramatic events with far-reaching conse-
quences in the lives of older people. they frequently 
prompt massive lifestyle changes and may result in a loss 
of mobility and the capacity to act independently. Even 
when the consequences are not that serious, the fear of 
another fall usually remains so that everyday activities are 
accompanied by uncertainty and timidness. an exercise 
programme designed to prevent falls must take these fac-
tors into account as well.

sensorimotor training helps to improve balance

Definition of sensomotoric

Wikipedia: “Sensomotoric is defined as the combination of 
sensory and motor functions. it refers to the direct regula-
tion and control of the movements of an organism based 
on sensory feedback. there is a direct connection bet-
ween the perception of a stimulus by a sensory organ and 
a motor response. these processes run in parallel, for exa-
mple between the eye, ear and purposeful control of the 
arm and foot movements while operating a vehicle.” The 
conscious perception and execution of movements is sub-
ject to the control of a highly complex governing system in 
our body – the so-called sensorimotor system.

Perceiving sensations or executing movements in a purpo-
seful manner will only be successful if the receiving and 
transmitting organs – the receptors – are working proper-
ly. nature has equipped our bodies with a large variety of 
receptors. Scientists have found out that these different 
receptors fulfil various functions, and have given them 
names that are almost impossible to pronounce. there are 
receptors in the skin that perceive temperature, pressure 
and tension and transmit the data they measure to our 
brain.

receptors that perceive changes on the skin are called ex-
teroreceptors. the information that is supplied is pro-
cessed by the central nervous system. among other 

BeBalanced! FALLs PREVENTION
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things, it is used to harmonise balance and coordination. 
But the idea that we can retain our balance or execute har-
monious movements using skin receptors alone is utopian.

the exteroreceptors are a functional puzzle piece of the 
complex overall structure that makes up the sensorimotor 
system. But if the information they provide is missing or 
processed incorrectly, this does result in a weakness wi-
thin the system.

let us proceed into the deeper layers of human tissue:

- Skin; subcutaneous tissue; fatty tissue; fascia; muscles. - 
the muscles contain important sensors categorised as 
proprioceptors; the neuromuscular spindles. they measure 
changes in the length of the muscle and the resulting ten-
sion differences. they respond to lengthening.

these data are also sent to the central nervous system for 
processing via specific nerve tracts. now our brain is able 
to interpret the incoming information regarding muscle 
tension. in case of excessive tension, the body runs the 
risk of muscle damage caused by overextension. Within a 
split second, the central nervous system sends a command 
– also via specific nerve tracts – to the muscle, telling it to 
contract or actively shorten itself in order to avoid overex-
tension.

the golgi tendon organs fulfil a similar function. they are 
embedded in the tendons and also protect the muscle 
against overextension.

the neuromuscular spindle transmits the stimulus more 
quickly than the golgi cell.
neuromuscular spindles respond to the smallest possible 
change in tension (fine-tuning). The Golgi cell tends to re-
spond to a more pronounced stimulus (safety mechanism).
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Once information is transmitted from the periphery (e.g. 
from the receptors) to the central nervous system, data 
transfer takes place over ascending or afferent nerve 
tracts.

When the central nervous system sends commands to the 
periphery (e.g. to a muscle), these commands reach the 
target organ over descending or efferent nerve tracts.

additional influential receptors are found in the structures 
surrounding the joint. the exterior layer of the joint capsu-
le contains 

“Position detection receptors”
their purpose is to report even the smallest changes in the 
position of a joint. this information is transmitted to the 
central nervous system at a speed of approximately 30-70 
m/s. Since they also report very minimal changes, they ha-
ve a low threshold and adapt very slowly.

“Movement detectors”
with a transmission speed of 60-100 m/s can be found in 
the interior layer of the capsule. these receptors report 
even the smallest changes in the tension of the capsule 
with minimal (less than 0.5°) movements of the joint. Whi-
le they also have a low threshold, they adapt very quickly.

“End of movement detectors”
have a transmission speed of 130 m/s. They are mainly 
found in the ligament apparatus of the joints and in ten-
dons close to the joints, where they act as extension re-
ceptors to provide an advance warning in order to prevent 
damage in case of alarm and stress situations. they have 
a high threshold and adapt very slowly. their purpose is to 
prevent improper movements.

sensomotoric – perception and movement as a unit

Sensations including sight, hearing, smell, taste, skin sen-
sations, body movements, balance and sensations of the 
inner organs trigger neuromuscular responses.

Sensomotoric refers to the sum of subconscious and con-
scious neuromuscular body responses to all of the sensa-
tions transmitted by the sensitive and sensory nervous 
system. Subconscious stereotypical movement patterns – 
e.g. walking, running and standing – are regulated by the 
body’s sensomotoric system.

the sensomotoric system also controls conscious, purpo-
seful movement patterns for adaptation to current environ-
mental conditions.

Back pain and sensomotoric

Back pain reduces sensorimotor performance. as a result, 
disorders that impair routine movement patterns may de-
velop. this in turn causes strain on the locomotor system. 
Persistent improper strain caused by rotating and flexing 
movements as well as muscular imbalance combined with 
a lack of coordination can severely impair the healing pro-
cess in case of chronic musculoskeletal pain. a vicious cir-
cle is created. Stimulating the proprioceptors sensitive to 
mechanical stimuli (mechanical receptors responsible for 
the perception and control of the current position of the 
body in space) in the skin and subcutaneous tissue can in-
terrupt this vicious circle.

Combined with movement training, kinaesthetic percepti-
on creates the prerequisites for secure coordination since 
coordinated movements are created when the central ner-
vous system and the skeletal musculature work together 
optimally and in a synergetic manner to control muscular 
agonists and antagonists. this results in a controlled, har-
monious movement pattern which, in turn, is the prerequi-
site for balance, strength and body control.

BeBalanced! FALLs PREVENTION
training manual
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The nervous system and the coordination of move-
ments

any purposeful movement is the result of coordination by 
the central nervous system as a whole (the central ner-
vous system consists of the brain and spinal cord) under 
the leadership of the cerebrum.

movements intended by the cerebrum can only be imple-
mented as actual movements with the participation of 
subordinate units in the central nervous system.

the cerebellum is the dexterity centre for movements 
used in sports.

motor tasks in sports are solved under the leadership of 
the cerebrum (“thinking brain”) based on dexterity pro-
grammes stored in the cerebellum. the precision of the 
programmes stored in the cerebellum depends on the ex-
tent and intensity with which a movement was practiced 
or rehearsed. Proficient athletes have very precise, relia-
ble programmes for their sport stored in their cerebellum, 
which is the result of many years of practicing certain 
techniques.

a decision to carry out a movement is made in the associ-
ative area of the brain. it has information regarding the 
parts of the body that will execute the movement.

this information is transmitted to the motor cortex. the 
motor cortex has special nerve cells for all muscle sec-
tions.

these nerve cells issue commands to the muscles required 
for the movement, telling them to exert force.

the diencephalon supplies propulsive impulses for the mo-
vement, but it allows them to execute in a very crude fa-
shion and without sufficient coordination.

this basic command is also transmitted over the cross-
connections in the cerebellum.

the cerebellum has stored all practiced movements and 
programmes. these programmes contain information re-
quired to fine-tune muscle activities.

the cerebellum dampens the motor cortex using these mo-
vement programmes, so that it only issues commands that 
precisely correspond to the intended movement.

this command modelled by the cerebellum is transmitted 
to the muscles of the respective limbs through the spinal 
cord, and causes the muscles to exert force in a harmoni-
ous – coordinated – manner. (According to Martin and as-
sociates) 

sport-related falls

Falls occur in nearly all types of sports, and frequently cau-
se minor or major injuries even in well-trained athletes. in 
addition to strength training and practicing techniques for 
particular types of sports, balance training should also be 
conducted in order to prevent accidents with possible seri-
ous consequences. the higher the coordination require-
ments, the higher the risk of falling during sports. this me-
ans inline skaters are more likely to experience falls than 
golfers. a meaningful training programme has to take this 
factor into account.
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Motor learning (movement learning) – how does it 
work?

learning a new movement involves several phases, each 
of which transitions from the preceding one.

the way coordinated movements are developed depends 
on the conditions for learning. We have normally collected 
certain basic coordinative and movement experiences.

training programmes always have to be developed based 
on the following questions:

• What is the initial situation prior to learning?
 Determine the proficiency level of the participant.

• What steps should be selected on the way to the inten-
ded movement?
    From simple to difficult movements, from familiar 
        to unfamiliar.

• How long should each step in the learning process take?
   number of repetitions, duration of training.

The three phases to learn a movement

Phase 1:  Basic coordination 
 acquisition of the basic movement pattern

Phase 2: Fine coordination
 refinement of the movement
 Proficiency in performing the movement is  
 acquired under consistent conditions

Phase 3: Stabilisation of fine coordination and variable 
  availability (ultra-fine coordination)
 Stabilisation and adaptation of the movement,  
 even under changing conditions

The FALLs PREVENTION programme

FALLS PREVENTION training has to be developed step by 
step and initially has to promote proper balance (see Hirtz/
Hotz/Ludwig 2000):

1. improvement of analyser functionality, sensitivity and 
adaptation.

2. application and stabilisation of balance skills.
3. Development and perfection of the ability to maintain 

balance.
4. Development of key social and age-appropriate com-

plex balance skills.

Improvement of analyser functionality, sensitivity 
and adaptation (perception-oriented) 
 
Contents
• Orientation exercises
• rotation exercises
• Stationary balance exercises
• Familiarisation exercises
 
methods
• Sensitivity training
• Habituation training
• Exercises with information limitations
• Exercises with a limited amplitude of movement

BeBalanced! FALLs PREVENTION
training manual
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Application and stabilisation of balance skills 
(skill-oriented)

Contents
•  Exercises to stabilise fundamental movement skills
•  Exercises with devices connected to the body

methods
•  Standardised exercises
•  Methodical series
•  Variable parameter exercises

Development and perfection of the ability to 
maintain balance (skill-oriented)

Contents
•  Many different and demanding coordinative balance ex-

ercises
methods
•  Purposeful variation of exercises and conditions (exer-

cises subject to a variable programme and conditions)
•  Contrast methods (contrast-oriented)

Development of key social and age-appropriate 
complex balance skills (competence-oriented)

Contents
•  Complex balance exercises with developmental and 

everyday character

methods
•  Integrated exercises that ensure complex, integrative 

utilisation and full exhaustion of individual resources

Additional training modules

Balance training must be complemented by posture trai-
ning, gait training and light strength training.

FALLs PREVENTION training plan

a purposeful group programme must be divided into vario-
us phases. advancing to the next phase is only permitted 
after the participants have mastered a phase. Establishing 
courses of a defined duration (e.g. for 18 modules) is advis-
able, since this will prevent new participants from joining 
throughout the programme and therefore slowing down 
the pace of learning. training on both stable and unstable 
surfaces is important.

The BeBalanced! products from AIREX

the airEX balance pad and airEX balance beam are ide-
ally suited for sensorimotor training in order to prevent 
falls. These products consist of more than 90% air, crea-
ting a warm, soft feeling on your feet. the level of instabi-
lity of the auxiliary equipment is exactly right so that even 
fearful participants can practice on it. Since the balance 
pad and balance beam are lightweight, even older partici-
pants can carry them. they are also extremely simple to 
use: Just lay them on the ground and you are ready to be-
gin. the balance beam is a popular piece of equipment for 
gait training in particular. it can be used like a conventional 
balance beam!

Step one: Building awareness
Participants need to become aware of their balance skills. 
the following test should be conducted during the first 
session. It takes approximately 30 minutes to complete: 
Participants perform the test in groups of 2. One is the 
test subject and the other is the tester. the test subject 
has to complete several tasks. Various standing positions 
are assumed and different surface conditions are created. 
Sometimes the eyes are closed, and at other times they 
are left open. the arms are kept close to the body or used 
to increase the level of difficulty. the test results are re-
corded by the trainer and the test is repeated 3 months la-
ter. Since the training modules involve various phases, of-
fering an integrated FALLS PREVENTION course of limited 
duration is suggested. 
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the next, more challenging training phase must not com-
mence until the preceding phase has been mastered. For 
example, a course limited to a period of 12 weeks with a 
defined group of participants allows the trainer to either 
set the pace according to the performance of the group 
(each phase takes as long as the group requires) or to esta-
blish a maximum time allowed to complete all training pha-
ses.

Of course the individual phases can also be implemented 
in other courses. However, training does not follow a con-
sistent structure in this case.

Individual training phases for FALLS PREVENTION

Phase i
Static stabilisation
level 1 – both legs

•  Stable surface, neutral arm position
•  Stable surface, various arm positions: e.g. wide squat 

position with arms at the sides, in front, up
•  Unstable surface, various arm positions: e.g. on the ba-

lance pad or balance beam
•  Unstable surface, movements with the entire body:
•  Unstable surface, auxiliary equipment

level 2 – one leg

•  Stable surface, neutral arm position
•  Stable surface, various arm positions
•  Unstable surface, various arm positions
•  Unstable surface, movements with the entire body
•  Unstable surface, auxiliary equipment

level 3 – 1 leg moves

•  Stable surface, neutral arm position; moving the leg 
ahead, to the side, and back

•  Unstable surface, various arm positions; moving the leg 
ahead, to the side, and back

•  Unstable surface; moving the leg ahead, to the side, 
and back; use of upper body and arms

•  Unstable surface; moving the leg ahead, to the side, 
and back; use of upper body and arms; use of auxiliary 
equipment

 

Phase ii
Stabilisation with shifting of weight

•  Stable surface, no external resistance
•  Unstable surface, no external resistance
•  Movements with the entire body, no external resistance
•  Movements with the entire body, with external resi-

stance

Phase iii
Dynamic stabilisation

•  Dynamic throwing and catching exercises, on one leg 
and on two

•  Dynamic throwing and catching exercises with stair-
climbing

•  Dynamic throwing and catching exercises with stair-
climbing while following a ball with the eyes

•  Jumping from one leg to the other
     - in all 3 planes of movement
     - With external resistance
     - On an unstable surface

Phase IV
reactive stabilisation

• two-legged squat-extension jumps with end position 
stabilisation, up and down

• One-legged squat-extension jumps with end position 
stabilisation, up and down

• two-legged horizontal squat-extension jumps with end 
position stabilisation

• One-legged horizontal squat-extension jumps with end 
position stabilisation

• Proprioceptive jumping exercises (e.g. with a cross on 
the floor)  

BeBalanced! FALLs PREVENTION
training manual
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot position slightly open
• Knees slightly bent
• Knees point to the outside
• upright standing position
• arms brought together in front of the body, palms touching each other, elbows pointing to the outside, 

fingertips pointing at the ceiling
• repeat on the other side

Exercise:
• upper body rotates from right to left, lower body remains stationary
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot position slightly open
• Knees slightly bent
• Knees point to the outside
• upright standing position
• upper body rotated to the right
• arms extended, at shoulder height
• Palms face each other, fingers are spread

Exercise: 
• upper body rotates from right to left, lower body remains stationary
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot position wide open
• toes are off the balance pad
• Knees are relaxed
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position
• arms at the sides, at shoulder height
• Forearms are bent
• Palms at face height
• Fingers are spread
• Palms face each other

Exercise:
• Simultaneously extend both arms straight up to the ceiling, then relax
• the eyes follow the movement so that the head falls backwards
• repeat several times
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Step position
• toes of the front foot are in the air, heel of the back foot is in the air
• the front knee is slightly bent
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• the upper body is upright
• One arm is tight against the upper body, with the hand touching the thigh
• the other arm points slightly forward with the palm facing the middle of the room
• the eyes are focused on the hand

Exercise:
• Extend the arm straight up towards the ceiling, then relax
• the eyes follow the hand
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Single-line stance (the feet are placed directly behind each other on one line)
• Knees are slightly bent
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• Fingers are spread
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• raise the arms to head height, lower them to hip height, raise them to shoulder height, 

alternately raise them to the sides diagonally
• repeat beginning on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat next to the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are bent
• the upper body is leaned slightly forward
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body
•	
Exercise:
• gather momentum with the arms, push off, jump and land on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the arms are angled upon landing
• repeat from the other side of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat next to the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are bent
• the upper body is leaned slightly forward
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• gather momentum with the arms, push off, jump and land on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• raise the non-supporting leg to hip height to the side
• the toes are tucked in
• upon landing, the arms are extended to the sides at shoulder height
• repeat from the other side of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat next to the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are bent
• the upper body is leaned slightly forward
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• gather momentum with the arms, push off, jump and land on the balance pad
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• raise the non-supporting leg to hip height in front of the body
• the toes are tucked in
• upon landing, the arms are extended above the head
• the palms are touching each other
• Elbows point to the outside
• repeat from the other side of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the knee of the supporting leg is slightly bent
• Standing on the mat with the other leg
• upright standing position
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• Jump sideways to the other leg, so that it lands on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite and the other leg lands on the mat
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• Standing on the mat with the other leg
• Both legs are bent (squat)
• the upper body is leaned slightly forward
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• Jump sideways to the other leg, so that it lands on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite and the other leg lands on the mat
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the other leg is raised into the air towards the side
• the arms are extended to the sides at shoulder height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• raise and lower the leg to the side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the other leg is raised to hip height
• arms slightly bent at shoulder height
• Forearms point towards the ceiling
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Keep your balance
• Extend the arms towards the ceiling, and then relax
• alternately raise the other leg
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat next to the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Closed foot position
• Knees point slightly outwards
• the upper body is upright

Exercise:
• raise one leg to hip height
• Jump over the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• alternately jump to the other side of the balance pad with the respective other leg
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot position slightly open
• Knees and feet are slightly bent
• arms at the sides of the body
• Both hands are grasping the ball
• the eyes are focused on the ball

Exercise:
• move the ball up over the head in a semicircular motion
• Both arms are extended
• at the end of the movement, flex the arms and bring the ball in towards the body
• Follow the ball with the eyes
• alternate between the sides
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot position slightly open
• toes are in the air
• Heels are down on the AIREX® Balance-pad Elite
• upright standing position
• arms extended in front of the upper body
• Both hands are grasping the ball

Exercise:
• raise the arms towards the ceiling, then lower them
• Follow the ball with the eyes
• Keep your balance
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the other leg is raised into the air
• the knee of the supporting leg is slightly bent
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• One hand is grasping the ball

Exercise:
• move the ball into the other hand across the front of the body
• Both arms are extended
• Keep your balance
• Follow the ball with the eyes
• alternate between the sides
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms in front of the body
• Both hands are grasping the ball

Exercise:
• move the ball down to the floor with the upper body bent forwards
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Initial position:
• Step position
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with the leg that is in front
• the rear leg is standing on the floor
• the heels are firmly down
• the upper body forms an extension of the rear leg

Exercise:
• move the ball down to the floor
• Both heels remain on the floor
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Initial position:
• Step position
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with the leg that is in front
• the rear leg is standing on the floor
• the heel of the rear leg is raised
• the upper body forms an extension of the rear leg

Exercise:
• move the ball down to the floor
• raise the rear leg at the same time
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees are slightly bent
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the ball is held between the knees
• the upper body is upright
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• twist from one side to the other
• rotation in the hips
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees are slightly bent
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the upper body is upright

Exercise:
• toss a balloon from one hand to the other
• Keep your balance
• For those who are able to: Perform the entire exercise on one leg
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the other leg is raised into the air towards the side
• arms extended in front of the body, extended on the sides of the leg
• Both hands are grasping the ball
• 
Exercise:
• raise one leg to hip height towards the front
• Bring the arms to the leg at the same time
• alternate with the other leg
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• the other leg is raised into the air towards the side
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• the tube is held in one hand, while the other end is wrapped around the foot of the leg that is in the air
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the upper body is upright

Exercise:
• Extend the leg to the side and then raise it towards the front
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Foot and knee position slightly open
• Knees are slightly bent
• upright standing position
• arms fully extended at the sides of the body
• grasp the tube with both hands
• Stand on the tube with both feet

Exercise:
• Knees bent (squat)
• Bend the elbows at the same time (biceps curl)
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• Jump onto one of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg, and then jump from one pad to the other
• alternate several times
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• Jump onto one of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with legs together
• in this position, jump from one airEX® Balance-pad Elite to the other
• arms are bent towards the body
• Palms face towards the outside
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• arms are extended and point at the ceiling
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Jump onto the mat with legs together
• From here, jump onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one leg
• Keep the arms up
• Switch to the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• Jump onto a airEX® Balance-pad Elite from the floor with one leg
• the other leg is extended to the side
• Extend the arms and raise them towards the ceiling at the same time
• Jump back to the initial position
• Switch to the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• Jump onto a airEX® Balance-pad Elite from the floor with one leg
• raise the other leg to hip height
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• Jump back to the initial position
• Switch to the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• Jump onto a airEX® Balance-pad Elite from the floor with one leg
• the other leg is extended to the side
• arms at the sides of the body
• Jump back to the initial position
• Switch to the other airEX® Balance-pad Elite
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Initial position:
• Stand beside one of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the upper body is upright

Exercise:
• Jump over the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with the legs open
• return to the initial position between the airEX® Balance-pad Elite and jump over the other pad
• repeat the entire process on the way back
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat between two airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is leaned slightly forward
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• Push off and jump diagonally onto one of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the arms are extended towards the ceiling
• Palms face each other
• One leg is extended to the back (fly away)
• the supporting leg is bent
• return to the initial position and jump onto the other airEX® Balance-pad Elite with the other leg
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Initial position:
• two tubes are crossed over each other, forming a square on the floor with two airEX® Balance-pad Elite 

lying in opposite corners
• Standing on one of the four spots
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body

Exercise:
• Jump from one corner of the square into the other
• leg position slightly open
• This exercise may also be conducted with instructions for the corner (example: 3,1,4,2)
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Initial position:
• two tubes are crossed over each other, forming a square on the floor with two airEX® Balance-pad Elite 

lying in opposite corners
• Standing on one of the four spots
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body

Exercise:
• Jump from one corner of the square into the other
• Closed leg position
• This exercise may also be conducted with instructions for the corner (example: 3,1,4,2)
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Initial position:
• two tubes are crossed over each other, forming a square on the floor with two airEX® Balance-pad Elite 

lying in opposite corners
• Standing on one of the four spots
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body

Exercise:
• Jump from one corner of the square into the other
• leg position wide open
• This exercise may also be conducted with instructions for the corner (example: 3,1,4,2)
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• Step onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one foot
• Knees remain behind the toes
• the rear leg is extended
• raise and lower the rear heel
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• Step onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one foot
• Knees remain behind the toes
• the rear leg is extended
• raise the rear leg
• Extend the arms towards the ceiling
• the elbows are straight
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• Step onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one foot
• Hold one eye closed at the same time
• Knees remain behind the toes
• Bring up the other leg so you are standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• Push off and jump onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Extend the arms towards the ceiling at the same time
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• Jump onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with one foot
• Knees remain behind the toes
• the rear leg is extended
• the rear leg remains raised
• Extend the arms towards the ceiling
• the elbows are straight
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• an angled step with a airEX® Balance-pad Elite on top of it placed in front of you
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms are beside the body
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• Jump onto the airEX® Balance-pad Elite with both feet
• Knees are slightly bent
• raise one leg to hip height
• arms are beside the body
• the elbows are straight
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• upper body leaning forward
• arms are extended in front of the body

Exercise:
• alternately extend the legs backwards
• Keep your balance
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Knees and feet point to the outside
• the upper body is upright
• arms extended at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• alternately extend the legs backwards
• Keep your balance
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Initial position:
• the airEX® Balance-pad Elite is placed onto the step
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Hip-width stance
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are fully spread

Exercise:
• Keep your balance on one leg
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the non-supporting leg is extended towards the front, with the foot extended
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• the airEX® Balance-pad Elite is placed onto the step
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Hip-width stance
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are fully spread

Exercise:
• Extend one leg towards the front and the back (pendulum)
• Keep your balance
• Extend the arm matching the leg towards the front, to shoulder height
• the other hand is positioned on the hip flexor
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• the airEX® Balance-pad Elite is placed onto the step
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Hip-width stance
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are fully spread

Exercise:
• Keep your balance on one leg
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the non-supporting leg is extended towards the side, with the foot extended
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat, on top of the airEX® Balance-beam
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• Knees are slightly bent
• Stand with the back forward

Exercise:
• reach down sideways with the arm fully extended
• the upper body is leaning forward
• the eyes are focused on the mat
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat, on top of the  airEX® Balance-beam
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms fully extended at the sides of the body
• Feet close together

Exercise:
• Open the legs to the sides while lowering the body (squat)
• arms raised at the sides, at shoulder height
• Close the legs and return to the initial position
• raise the arms straight up towards the ceiling
• Palms face each other
• the eyes face forward
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat, on top of the  airEX® Balance-beam
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• Knees are slightly bent
• arms fully extended at the sides of the body
• Feet close together

Exercise:
• take a large step ahead
• the front foot points outwards
• Shift your weight to the forward leg
• Dynamically follow with the arms
• repeat on the other side
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• the palms face the floor
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• arms in front of the body
• the palms face the floor
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• arms are extended at the sides, at hip height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
• Keep the body low
• Knees are bent
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• arms are extended at the sides, at hip height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
• alternately raise the knees to hip height at the same time
• Knees point slightly outward
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• arms are extended at the sides, at hip height
• Palms face forward
• Fingers are spread

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
• alternately extend one leg backwards at the same time
• the knee of the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the toes are tucked in
• Extend the arms over the head as an extension of the body
• Palms face each other
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Initial position:
• Stand at the short end of the mat
• One leg is standing on the  airEX® Balance-beam
• upright standing position
• the front foot points slightly outwards
• the arms are bent

Exercise:
• Balance across the  airEX® Balance-beam
• alternately move each foot ahead
• Hop at the same time, jumping from one leg to the other
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Initial position:
• Standing at the short end of the mat, on top of the  airEX® Balance-beam
• Both feet close together
• upright standing position
• Knees point slightly outwards
• the arms are bent

Exercise:
• move across the  airEX® Balance-beam in small jumps
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height

Exercise:
• lift and lower one leg
• the knee remains bent
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• the hands are extended on the ball behind the body
• the elbows are slightly bent
• the fingertips point backwards

Exercise:
• raise one leg with the knee bent, extend the knee, and lower the leg
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• the arms are crossed in front of the upper body

Exercise:
• raise one leg with the knee bent, extend the knee, and lower the leg
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• the arms are extended straight up towards the ceiling
• Palms face each other

Exercise:
• raise one leg with the knee bent, extend the knee, and lower the leg
• alternate with the other side
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms fully extended at the sides of the upper body

Exercise:
• Walk ahead step by step
• let the upper body roll across the ball, one vertebra at a time
• When you reach the end, the buttocks are suspended in midair
• Only the thoracic spine is supported by the ball
• Slowly roll up on the way back
• repeat several times
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms are extended at shoulder height
• the palms face the floor

Exercise:
• move the upper body back
• arch the back
• move the arms forward in front of the body, hold at shoulder height
• return to the initial position
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms are extended at shoulder height
• Palms face the ceiling

Exercise:
• Bring the arms together over the head
• Press the palms together
• the elbows are bent
• move the hips in various directions
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• lean the upper body forward
• the back remains straight
• the eyes are focused on the floor one meter ahead of the ball
• Extend the arms towards the ceiling
• the arms form an extension of the body axis
• Palms face each other
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• arms extended at the sides of the body
• Palms face forward

Exercise:
• lean the upper body forward
• the back remains straight
• the eyes are focused on the floor one meter ahead of the ball
• arms are parallel to the body
• raise the buttocks off the ball, then sit back down
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• Hold two weights in your hands
• Hands are at chest height
• Elbows are bent and point to the outside
• the upper arms form an extension of the shoulders

Exercise:
• Hold the weights in front of the chest
• rotate the upper body to the left and right
• the eyes follow the movements
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• Hold two weights in your hands
• the weights point towards the ceiling
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• alternately fully extend the arms towards the ceiling
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• Hold two weights in your hands
• the weights point towards the ceiling
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• Simultaneously fully extend the arms towards the ceiling
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• Hold two weights in your hands
• the weights point towards the ceiling
• the elbows are bent
• the forearms point forward

Exercise:
• Exterior rotation of the forearms
• Elbows are kept close to the body
• Shoulders are drawn low down and back
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Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• the legs are fully extended
• the toes are tucked in
• the heels are pressed down into the mat
• Hold two weights in your hands
• the elbows are bent
• the weights point towards the ceiling
• the forearms point forward

Exercise:
• Exterior rotation of the forearms
• Elbows are kept close to the body
• Shoulders are drawn low down and back
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 Initial position:
• Sitting on the ball
• the upper body is upright
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• the toes are ahead of the knee
• Hold two weights in your hands
• the weights point towards the ceiling
• the elbows are bent

Exercise:
• alternately fully extend the arms towards the ceiling
• Raise the opposite leg to hip height each time (knee lift)
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Initial position:
• Standing on the  airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the ball is in front of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Both hands are supported on the ball
• the arms are slightly bent
• the upper body is leaning forward
• the back is straight

Exercise:
• alternately extend one leg backwards
• the supporting leg remains slightly bent
• the toes of the non-supporting leg are tucked in
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Initial position:
• Standing on the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• the ball is in front of the airEX® Balance-pad Elite
• Both hands are supported on the ball
• the arms are slightly bent
• the upper body is leaning forward
• the back is straight

Exercise:
• alternately move the arm to shoulder height forward and back
• the legs remain slightly bent
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms extended at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• raise the arms to shoulder height and lower them
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms extended at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• raise one arm towards the ceiling
• the palm faces the centre of the body
• Fingers are spread
• the elbows are straight
• the other arm is kept close to the upper body
• the eyes follow the hand down
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms are extended at the sides, at shoulder height
• One leg is crossed in front of the other

Exercise:
• rotate the upper body from right to left
• the eyes follow the movements
• the lower body stays still
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• roll the ball ahead and back with the foot
• Knees are slightly bent
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• Bend and extend the knee
• Simultaneously raise the arms to shoulder height towards the front
• the upper body leans forward slightly
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position
• arms hang loosely at the sides of the body

Exercise:
• roll the ball ahead and back with the foot
• the non-supporting leg is slightly bent
• the knee of the supporting leg is slightly bent
• raise the arms straight up towards the ceiling
• Palms face each other
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Initial position:
• Standing on the mat
• One foot is supported on the exercise ball
• Knees and feet point slightly outwards
• upright standing position

Exercise:
• roll the ball ahead and back with the foot
• the non-supporting leg is slightly bent
• the knee of the supporting leg is slightly bent
• raise the arms straight up towards the ceiling
• Palms face each other
• Shift your weight to the forward leg (bend and straighten the leg)
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Initial position:
• the mat is rolled up
• Standing on the mat with one leg
• Hold the exercise ball at chest height in front of the body
• Both hands are grasping the ball
• the supporting leg is slightly bent

Exercise: 
• move the non-supporting leg ahead and back like a pendulum
• Keep your balance
• alternate with the other leg
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Initial position:  
• the mat is rolled up
• Standing on the mat with one leg
• Hold the exercise ball at chest height in front of the body
• Both hands are grasping the ball
• the supporting leg is slightly bent
• the non-supporting leg is raised to hip height
• arms above the head
• Elbows point to the outside
• Both hands are grasping the ball

Exercise: 
• move the ball to the opposite hip
• Follow the movement with your eyes
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